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placed, there are two main compositions. The first may be called "Theogony"; the Hittite title of the text, unfortunately, is broken away. The second text is called "Song of Ullikummi" in the colophon; it consists of more than two (probably three) tablets which have come down in several copies, the fragments of which can be arranged with a fair degree of probability.
The first part of the text which we call "Theogony" deals with the "Kingship in Heaven." Unfortunately, this text has come down to us in a single copy which, moreover, is in a very bad state of preservation. Of the four columns containing about 90 lines each, only the first half of the first column is clear (it is the part published by Forrer, cf. note 1). L8in [fo]rmer years, Alalu was king in heaven. Alalu Lgis sitting on the throne, and the mighty Anu,o? the first of the gods, is standing Lloin front of him. He bows down to his feet and puts the cups for drinking L11into his hand.
L12Nine full years"1 Alalu was king in heaven. In the ninth year, L13Anu fought against Alalu: he overcame Alalu, L14(SO that) he fled from him and went12 down to the dark earth. L15He went down to the dark earth, (while Anu) sat on his throne. L16Anu is sitting on the throne, and the mighty Kumarbi is giving him to drink. L17He bows down to his feet and puts the cups for drinking into his hands.
L18Nine full years" Anu was king in heaven. In the ninth year, Anu L19 fought against Kumarbi: Kumarbi, in the place of Alalu, L20fought The second half of the first column is lost. Of the second column, parts of 87 lines exist, but its surface is so much obliterated that a translation is impossible. It seems to deal with the miraculous birth of the Weather-God. There is one passage which seems to be of special interest. In lines 4~ f. one reads: "Give me [the chi]ld (??). [ ..... ] I shall eat"; in line 44 the verbal form "I (shall) eat" reappears, in connection with the name of the Weather-God, and in line 51 "Kumarbi begins to eat," whereas in the following lines "mouth" and "teeth" are mentioned. In the following paragraph a new cult seems to be introduced, and in this connection it is said that a diorite stone has been thrown (1. 60 f.). We shall return to these details; unfortunately the text is so fragmentary that it is not possible to make a more definite statement about its contents.
Of section of the column, part of a speech is preserved in which someone mentions his being cursed. Of the fourth column, only the beginnings of the last few lines are preserved; apparently, here, Earth gives birth to two children. One of them seems to be a girl, since a spindle is mentioned as a gift. This reminds us of the three children Anu has foretold to Kumarbi. Since the latter had spat out the seed he had first swallowed, it may be that Earth had become pregnant with it. The first child, then, ought to be the Weather-God whose birth was probably told in col. II (in another fragment'9 he calls Earth his mother). The remaining two children, then, would be the Tigris and Tasmisu, and the fact that rivers were represented as female in Hittite art20 would suit our observation that one of the children is a girl.
Since the colophon of this tablet is broken, we do not know whether the text ended here or whether it continued on other tablets. Two fragments which show some resemblance to our first text might belong to the same composition.21 One of them deals with the temporary appointment to kingship of a god whose name is written by the Sumerian ideogram LAMA.
The "song of Ullikummi," which is distinct from the "Theogony," as is evident from its title and separate numbering of tablets, evidently deals with events taking place after the story of that text. Here, the Weather-God is already king, but Kumarbi refuses to accept The two main compositions outlined above lend themselves easily to comparison with Greek mythology. It is clear that, in the first text, Anu ("Heaven") corresponds to Ouranos; Kumarbi, "father of the gods," to Kronos, and the Weather-God Tesub, king of the Hurrian pantheon, to Zeus. One difference between the two traditions lies in the fact that our text knows of one more generation before Anu = Ouranos: before him, Alalu was already king in heaven. The details, too, are very similar: Kumarbi emasculates his father Anu47 as Kronos does his father Ouranos; from this act several deities come into existence in both mythologies: Te'ub, the river Tigris, and the god Tasmisu in our text, the Erinyes, the Giants, the Melic Nymphs and Aphrodite according to Hesiod. It is foretold to Kronos that his son will dethrone him, and therefore he devours his children, only Zeus being spared by a fraud of his mother. She deceives Kronos with a stone which is afterwards worshipped in Pytho. In our text Anu warns Kumarbi against the Weather-God whom he has just begotten, and we seem to have traces of Kumarbi's eating a child and of the mention of a stone in connection with the introduction of a new cult. Even if one disregards these last details as being too uncertain -the second column of our "Theogony" being really in a hopeless state which does not allow any definite statement-there remain enough parallels. Not only the main idea of several generations of gods ruling one after another is common to both mythologies, but even some details which cannot be accidental are the same: the grandfather of the actual supreme god is called "Heaven" (Ouranos and Anu respectively) and is defeated through emasculation by his successor in Hesiod's Theogony as well as in our text.
For the "Song of Ullikummi," too, a Greek parallel can be found. When this story of battles between gods first became clear from the fragments, I thought of the Titanomachia.
In fact, there is one detail that might be compared: just as Zeus cannot overcome the 44 Or: "uttered a cry of joy." 41 Kum., p. 23, II. Tafel, a; cf. ibid., pp. 49 and 53. 46 The Hittites did not use a fixed division of tablets as the scribes of Assurbanipal did; we have seen that the second tablet began at different points in two of our copies. Therefore and because of the fragmentary state of our text we cannot say where the second tablet ended in the individual copies. seems to be true for Kronos.56 The possibility of tracing the figures of Kronos and Kumarbi back to Enlil, whose loss of worship was the result of a historical event, now helps us to understand the character of these two gods better.
How did these myths reach the Greeks? Forrer,57 after having rejected the idea that they were taken over by the Mycenaeans contemporary to the Hittites, thinks of western Anatolia where the Greeks might have heard of them in the time of Homer and Hesiod. This assumption does not seem likely to me, for literary tradition was interrupted at the downfall of the Hittite Empire about 1200 B.C., and the texts under discussion are so elaborate and seem to be so much the product of learned theologians rather than popular tales, that one can hardly assume their being handed down for centuries in oral tradition. Another explanation, which was first proposed by B. Landsberger, seems more likely to me: that these myths reached the Greeks by way of Phoenicia. Not only did the Greeks themselves consider the Phoenicians as their masters, but through the discovery of the epic texts of Ras Shamra (ancient Ugarit) we know that a literature of this kind was flourishing in Phoenicia in the time of the Hittite Empire. The statement of Philo Byblius that he got his information on Phoenician mythology from the works of a man called Sanchuniaton who lived "in the time of the War of Troy" has gained much probability through the discovery of the Ras Shamra texts. Since the same texts show clearly that there was a strong Hurrian element in the population of northern Syria in those times, it is easy to understand how Hurrian myths reached Phoenicia.
Philo knows of the same subsequent generations of gods as our texts. The first generation is represented by Eliun or Hypsistos ("The Highest"); next comes Ouranos whose Semitic name is not given by Philo;58 the third is El or Kronos. In a Hurrian text from Ras Shamra there occurs the double name El-Kumarbi which confirms our identification of Kumarbi with Kronos, since El is equated here to Kumarbi as he is equated to Kronos by Philo. In the Semitic poems of Ras Shamra, El is the old ruler, while Baal is allowed to build a palace of his own and therefore may be considered as El's successor. Baal, then, would correspond to Tesub and Zeus.59 Before the discovery of the Ras Shamra and Bogazkoiy texts, scholars used to distrust Philo who, according to them, had taken his story from Hesiod. That this is a wrong accusation now becomes clear from our texts. Especially the fact that Philo still has a generation anteceding Ouranos, which was omitted in Greek mythology, is a strong argument for the assumption that he got his material not from Hesiod but from an old source. The question whether the Greeks got their mythology from Phoenicia or not can now be answered in the affirmative. But the Phoenicians were not the inventors of these myths; they were merely the intermediaries between the Hurrians and the Greeks.
A word must be said about the form of our Hittite texts. Their most striking feature is the fact that they are composed in prose. Sumerian, Akkadian and Ugaritic epics are written
